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Your win rate for competitive bids has been going down
dramatically and you don’t understand why. You rationalize it
though because “We have been having a lot of problems on our
projects and our field personnel are having difficulty performing to
their normally high standards. So, it may be good to not get any
new projects right now until we fix our delivery problems.” You
know that this rationale is faulty and has long-term consequences;
but, you don’t know what to do.
“Perhaps it is our proposal process,” you think. “After all, our
field personnel have been too busy dealing with almost daily crises
and issues with Owners that they have not had any input into our
recent proposals. Consequently, we were only able to get project
managers for our last two interviews, and our Superintendents were
not available.”
Introduction
Does the above scenario sound familiar? Are your field personnel
reluctant to contribute time to help the proposal team? Do you have Owner
issues in the field that are developing into an adversarial relationship? Field
personnel have a dramatic effect on whether a company will receive competitive
work in the future or not. In this white paper I will look at how this impact takes
place in the field and how field personnel support the Business Development
team.
You may be familiar with our 4 P’s Business Development model shown
on the next page. In this white paper I will focus on parts of two P’s – Propose
and Perform. I assert that your future depends on two key factors: First, how
much engagement your field personnel have in the proposal and presentation
phases. The second key factor is how well your teams perform on projects. As
you will see, when I talk about “perform” I mean much more than simply doing
the job.
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Propose Phase – Field Team Engagement is Essential
It cannot be stressed enough how important your field personnel are in
creating a winning proposal and a stellar Owner presentation. Without their
inputs during both of these critical steps, your win rate will drop significantly. I
have found, however, that Project Managers and Superintendents are sometimes
reluctant to participate in proposal development or the practice sessions required
to prepare for an excellent presentation.
This is not by design or a lack of commitment to the goals of the company.
In my experience, PMs and Superintendents would love
to commit to helping as much as needed in all aspects
of business development. But, they have much to do in
the field, even if there aren’t major problems to deal
with and all is going well. Construction is a complex
business and daily management and supervision are
necessary for success. In addition, Project Managers
and Superintendents are assessed on their successful
performance on the job.
Proposal Assistance
Pre-Proposal Site Visit

Rarely can a proposal team develop a
winning proposal without technical assistance,
especially without the engagement of field
personnel. We don’t necessarily recommend that
field personnel be given sections of the proposal to
write; usually they do not have the training and
skills needed to write an excellent proposal
section. But, they can be interviewed by the
proposal team (writers) and review all draft
sections that are applicable to their area of expertise, especially on the approach
to building the project. Field personnel are also needed to work with schedulers
and even in helping to develop pricing (or GMP) based on tasks for the project.
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Proposal Managers need to be very respectful of the time they ask of field
personnel and writers should develop as much as possible before getting the
assistance of field personnel. They can then collaborate on the approach and
create an excellent part of the proposal. It also helps for the proposed Project
Manager or Superintendent to visit the site as part of the pre-proposal meeting
conducted by the Owner. This visit familiarizes the PM or Superintendent with
any problems that need to be addressed in the approach or schedule.
Proposal Managers should strive to build relationships with field personnel
and treat them well (pizza helps). Recognize that any time they spend on the
proposal or in meetings is time not spent doing their regular job. By having a
strong relationship with field personnel they are much more receptive to helping
with the proposal. If the relationship is weak or even adversarial, field personnel
will be reluctant to help as much as you may need them to participate.
Presentation Preparation and Delivery
This is an area that many companies do not give adequate attention to
and lose the opportunity. We encourage you to read our white paper, “Present to
Win” for details on how to prepare for an Owner presentation.
One of the major errors that teams make is not having their proposed
Project Manager and Superintendent available to help build and practice the
presentation. You have invested a lot of time and money into your proposal and
nurturing the relationship with the customer. Why would you not do whatever it
takes to build and deliver a presentation that is the very best possible and one
that differentiates you from the competition?
All too often we see field personnel try to convince leadership that their
time should be spent on the job and they will attend the final practice and review
the presentation content when they have the opportunity. Leaders should do
everything to accommodate field personnel who are asked to participate in the
interview, but the accommodation should not include a “pass” to minimize their
participation. At this point the win is within your grasp and you should pull out all
stops to ensure that your team is at its best, and this includes multiple practices
as described in the Present to Win white paper.
Another area that
is of concern is that
typically field personnel
do
not
regularly
participate in Owner
interviews – sometimes
it may be years between
Presenting to the Evaluation Team
interviews because
the Project Manager
or Superintendent are working jobs in the field and are not being proposed on
specific projects until they near the end of their current work.
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Therefore, it is often the case that their delivery skill level may be very
weak. Many Owners realize this and give some understanding that the field
personnel are not the best presenters, but they also are observing the field team
to determine how well they (Owner) can work with them. The two most important
people the Owner wants to see, hear, and ask questions to are the proposed
Project Manager and Superintendent.
We STRONGLY recommend that 1) Field personnel participate in all
practice sessions and know the proposal in depth and 2) Field personnel be give
the opportunity for individual coaching on presentation skills and behaviors by a
professional presentations coach. Now is not the time to skimp. Give your team
every edge possible and make a presentation that will clearly differentiate you
from the competition.
It is also important that the entire presentation team bond at this time and
learn to smoothly work together. This is especially important for field personnel
who may not know the other presenters well. Also, keep in mind that the field
personnel will be under additional pressure because they are not only presenting
in front of the Owner, but usually their own senior leadership as well, including
their boss. I have seen field personnel who have no problem presenting to an
Owner, but are terrified because their boss or the company President is
observing them. The senior person must take the responsibility to establish
rapport with the field personnel and demonstrate their inclusion as part of the
team.
Solutions
There are some relatively simple solutions to the above-stated problem.
First during the onboarding process of every field worker, include a short formal
training session that provides an overview of your business development
process with emphasis on those parts of the process that will require the help of
field personnel.
This session should be led by a senior person in the business
development arena to demonstrate the company’s commitment to business
development. We also recommend that the session be introduced by a senior
Operations executive in the organization; again, emphasizing the importance of
supporting business development to the growth of the company and the future of
the field teams. This is also an excellent opportunity for the business
development staff to meet the new field personnel and establish relationships
with them.
The second solution is a clear commitment of the leadership team to
ensuring that field personnel are available as needed. The Operations leadership
must work with the proposal team to identify who is being proposed on an
upcoming project and ensure that those people are available and committed
during the proposal and presentation steps.
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Finally, we have seen that a reward program
works very well in getting the commitment of field
personnel. Often, when working on a proposal or
presentation the Project Manager or Superintendent are
spending their evenings back on the job site dealing with
the day-to-day issues.
We recommend that this
commitment to both business development and their
current project be rewarded. Awarding a gift card to a
good restaurant or a spot cash reward of a few hundred
dollars will go a long way toward easing the burden on
Even Small Financial
field personnel. Their willing commitment and
Rewards Go a Long Way
performance should also be recognized during their
annual performance review and factor into any compensation increases.
Additional recognition should be shown after the project is awarded to
your company. At this point the best reward for field personnel is your
commitment that they will become part of the project team in the position in which
they were proposed. Unless they are told differently prior to working on the
proposal or presentation, team members will assume they will be assigned to the
project after it is awarded. If not, they may perceive this as a “bait and switch”
not only for the Owner, but for them as well. A personal thank you from the
senior leadership team also motivates the team members.

Perform Phase
The fourth phase of our business development model is Perform. Getting
the job is critical, of course. But, it is also critical that the job be conducted well
and completed to the Owner’s expectations. This section describes the
importance of the activities your field team engages in when performing the
project work.
Field Performance and Its Impact on Future Work
We all know that how well your team performs on a project has a direct
effect on whether you will get future work with this Owner, or others for that
matter. Remember the saying, “If I want to work with you I will find a way to make
it happen; but, if I don’t want to work with you, I will not let it happen.” You want
owners to desire to work with you and your team because you are easy to work
with, you go beyond the requirements, you communicate well, and so on.
But, this is not only true for work from your current Owner, but also with
other opportunities in the future with other Owners. Even if you don’t use a bad
project on your past performance information in a proposal, it does not mean that
the new Owner is not aware of your performance on the project you are trying to
avoid in your proposal. Just as in any industry, people talk and owners talk to
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other owners and often have convivial relationships and share information
informally.
How field personnel manage an Owner and their expectations is not
typically taught to field teams. A leader may be asked for advice on a particular
problem with an Owner, but usually the Project Manager and Superintendent
must deal with the Owner on a day-to-day basis. They must also deal with
subcontractors because in most situations the Owner sees no difference since
subcontractors are representing you, the construction manager. Therefore,
Project Managers and Superintendents must always be aware of the
performance of the onsite subcontractors.
Information Gathering
Field personnel often learn about future projects before account managers
or sales and marketing teams. They learn this information via informal
discussions with the Owner and, assuming their relationship with the Owner is
strong, this information is often very reliable.
Owners may also disclose other projects they are aware of from other
Owners. A perceptive Project Manager or Superintendent will not only learn
about new opportunities, but also know the right questions to ask to learn as
much as possible.
Throughout
the
business
development
process, particularly the “Prepare” and “Propose”
phases of our model, a Project Manager or
Superintendent may be asked to question an Owner
for specific information about an opportunity. In any
proposal it is important to know what is most
important to the Owner and field personnel can
provide great insight into what is keeping the Owner
awake at night.
However, field personnel must be made aware of what questions they can
legitimately ask about an opportunity and when the time comes that a project
cannot be discussed informally (post-RFP, for example). It is management’s
responsibility to not only tell the Project Manager or Superintendent what
information is needed, but also when they cannot ask any more questions. This
does not mean, however, that that field personnel stop listening. Owners still
divulge information, you just need to know when to listen to get valuable
information that may give you an edge in a proposal or presentation.
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Onsite Behavioral Differentiation
As mentioned earlier, it is important to have a strong, positive relationship
with the Owner. An adversarial relationship does not work well for either the
current job or potential for work in the future. There are many ways that your
company can be differentiated from the competition – cost, location, experience,
and so on - and this differentiation can be positive or negative. However, the
most important differentiation during the Perform phase is behavioral
differentiation. How well do you and your team “behave” as you are performing
the job?
Behavior on the job can mean many things. We encourage each Project
Manager or Operations leader to develop a “Standards of Conduct” document
that is provided to every member of the team, including subcontractors. This
document should make it clear what your expectations are for everyone on site.
Examples of the types of behavior that should be standard on the job site
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Always be aware of safety rules and correct
others on the spot when observed.
No smoking on site.
No cursing or derogatory language in the
presence of the Owner.
Maintain a positive attitude toward the job,
your colleagues, and the Owner.
Safety is only one behavior
Do not speak negatively about the company
that needs to be stressed onsite.
in the presence of the Owner.

These are only examples of the types of behaviors to be monitored by the
Project Manager and Superintendent. Each work site is different and the
standards of behavior, although generally universal across your company, may
include specific behaviors for a particular job site or Owner.
The Project Manager and Superintendent are responsible for creating and
maintaining a positive work environment. They also should communicate often
with the Owner about project issues and progress. It is better to over
communicate than to not keep the Owner aware of issues.
When your senior leaders are scheduled to visit the site, it is important to
advise the Owner and subcontractors. Leadership should plan to spend time
one-on-one with the Owner or their representative during a visit to learn their
perceptions of how well the job is progressing and if the team is meeting the
Owner’s expectations.
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Summary
The performance of field personnel is critical to the future of your
company. They play a major role in the development of a winning proposal. They
are usually the key to a successful Owner interview. It is leadership’s
responsibility to ensure that the proposed Project Manager and Superintendent
are actively engaged in all activities leading to an award.
How well the PM and Superintendent lead the field team is also critical in
developing a strong positive reputation for the company, not only with the current
Owner, but with an expanded audience that learns about the project
performance.
Leaders need to make clear to the field leadership team how critical their
role is in business development. These expectations should be supported by a
reward system that reinforces the desired behaviors that lead to success on the
project and in securing future work.
Please don’t hesitate to contact us with any questions you may have
about this white paper or proposal/preparations in general. We are here to help
you and available to guide you to a winning proposal.
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BenchMark Learning International, LLC
Business Development and Leadership Workshops
Business Development

Leadership

Creating Winning Proposals (2-day)

Time Management (1/2 day)

Winning Presentations (2-day)

Effective Influencing (1-day)

Key Account Planning (2-day)

Leading Teams to Success (1-day)

Customer Focus (1-day)

Coaching For Results (1-day)

Sales Leadership (2-day)

Leading Through Change (1-day)

Technical Business Writing (1-day)

Negotiating to Win (1-day)

Behavioral Differentiation For Your
Business (1-day)

Effective Presentation Skills and
Behaviors (1-day)
Techniques for Effective Feedback (1day)
Project Management (1-day, 2-day,
4-day)

For information regarding any of the above workshops, customized workshops,
or business development and leadership consulting services, please e-mail Ben
at ben.m@benchmarkli.com.
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